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Padasalai.Net’s Special – Centum Coaching Team 

Question Paper 2017-2018 

X STANDARD – ENGLISH –PAPER -II 

TIME ALLOWED : 2.30 HOURS                                                         MAXIMUM  MARKS :100 

INSTRUCTIONS. 

1. Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If there is any lack of faireness,inform the hall supervisor 
immediately. 

2. Use blue or black ink pen to write and underline. 

Note : This question paper contains four sections. 

SECTION – I  ( NON-DETAILED : 35 MARKS ) 

1.Fill in the blanks with the appropriate phrases given below to form a complete meaningful  
paragraph :                                                                                                                                              5*1=5 
                 Mom became ………(i)………in playing the piano. Every day she would ……(ii)………..on the new 
 piano, …………(iii)……her cooking and her house work. Within a month, to every neighbour’s …(iv)…….. 
she  was playing a tune revealing her ……(v)………… 

(i)Great amazement      (ii) having finished     (iii) obvious talent     (iv) plink and plonk    (v) totally obsessed 

2. Read the following sentences and identify the character  / speaker. 5*1=5 
i. My son ,I’d like to help you.                                            - 
ii. Sam !                                                                                  - 
iii. Where’s the body?                                                         - 
iv. How very strange!                                                           - 
V . Oh , Ma! How I miss you?                                              - 

3 .Match the following appropriately                                                                5*1=5 

i. Amandine                                            -        a 45 year old teacher  

ii. Kumar                                                  -       a boy of fourteen 

iii. Goldy                                                 -        Celine’s daughter 

iv. Jack Poderoso                                  -         an enterprising young man 

v.  Hubert                                              -          Sam’s other name 

4. Complete the following sentences choosing the correct answer from the options given below : 5*1=5 

i. The villainous model the artist sought was …………. 
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(a) difficult to find            (b) readily available                   (c) located easily           (d) unwilling to pose for him 

ii. After ………………years , Dad bought a new piano. 

(a) three       (b) two                (c) one                     (d) four 

iii. Kumar saw tiny little nestling , ………………………of them. 

(a)ten         (b)six                                 (c)   five                            (d) two 

iv. Hubert was  ……………………years old. 

(a) 14     (b)16                 (c)20                     (d)13 

v. Sam was a ………………………… 

(a) a race dog          (b) a show dog      (c)an army dog       (d) a guide dog 

5. Read the paragraph given below and answer the questions that follow :   5*1=5 

         My brother saddled up on his beast of an invention on his bike helmet along with his leather gloves. 

He threw his leg  over the contraption and held his thumb up for contact just like in those old war movies 

were the guy on the ground spins the propeller of the plane. I gave him the thumsup also and he pushed 

off to get the bike up to speed before throwing the switch.  

          We have lifted of , I yelled !My brother put his hands down and threw the switch. The beast came to 

life and the bike hurried off into the distance. I tried to keep up with him , but the bike was much too fast. 

Standing their out of breath with my hands on my knees . I could see my brother was having a little 

trouble turning the bike around . He turned it sharply around the corner and disappear around the block 

when he reappeared minutes later , He was headed straight for me at a high rate of speed. Tired as I 

was I had to run for my life to keep ahead of the invention. Darting to the double gate of the backyard , I 

managed to escape under the clothes line to the back fence  .  

(i) What do the words “beast of invention “ refers to?  
(ii)       Why did the boy out of breath? 
(iii) What danger befell the boy watching the raider ? 
(iv) How did the boy escape from danger? 
(v)       What did the brother do that resembled the character in the old war movie? 

6. Study the given mind map and fill in the incomplete details  :      5*1=5 

Celine found herself in a ditch surrounded by houses………(i)……..and fields on the other. 

 Jack Poderoso advised her to ……………(ii)…………………  

Serge’s brother was ………………(iii)……………Celine’s safety. 

 On ……………(iv)……………….she could not speak but only ………(v)……………… weeping.  
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7. Answer in a paragraph any one of the following questions    1*5=5 

(a) Bring out the element of irony in the story, “The Face of Judas Iscariot” 

(b) Describe the traumatic experience of Celine after being swept away into the drain. 

(c) Why did Kumar recollected of his trip to Vedanthangal when he saw the migratory birds?  

 

SECTION  - II ( LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS : 15 MARKS ) 

8. Make notes of the following passage and prepare a summary using notes :  5+5=10 

               The distribution of forest among different districts of state is very uneven. Concentration of forest is 
mostly in the hills of western districts and in Javadi group of hills in Vellore districts . Dense forest are also seen 
in Salem  district . More than half of the area in Nilgiris is under forest. Other districts holds 1%-5% of area 
under forest . Thanjavore brings the alluvial plain is suitable for agriculture which has less than 1% of forest. 

                   The forest of TN has different types of trees .Most of the trees in the state shed their leaves in dry 
season . TN has large arers of sandal wood plantations about 5,88,000 hectares. Hard wood trees are  
available in the forests of Coimbatore Nilgiris and Kanya kumari .Trees that are used as fuel are found in 
Madurai ,Coimbatore, Thanjavore districts.Rubber plantations are found in Kerala districts. 

9. Complete the following dialogue appropriately :5*1=5 

Customer: Good morning , Sir!  

Shopkeeper:          ………………………………..? 

Customer: I want to exchange this cellphone.  

Shopkeeper:………………………………………….? 

Customer: It doesn’t work. 

Shopkeeper: Can I repair it for you?  

Customer: No……………………………… 

Shopkeeper:............................................?  

Customer: Yes. I have the bill and warranty . 

Shopkeeper: …………………………. 

Customer: Thank you sir. 
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SECTION  - III ( COMMUNICATIVE  SKILLS : 15 MARKS ) 

10. Write a dialogue with a minimum of five utterances for the situation given   below    : 5 

(between doctor and a patient who is sick with cold for a week) 

11. Complete the content of the letter in about 100 words. 

Rani wrote a letter to her friend Revathy describing her visit to a holiday resort.She sterted a letter but 

 could not complete it. Complete the content of her letter in about 100words. 

                                                                                                                        14A 3rd Street 

                                                                                                                          K.K.Nagar 

                                                                                                                          2nd October 2017 

My dear Revathy, 

                                ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                                                                                               Your’s lovingly, 

                                                                                                                                          Rani 

Address on the envelope 

To 

K.Revathi, 

15,A.V.R Main road, 

B.City,Pin xxxxxx 

12. Prepare an advertisement on the information given below :                                                           5 

  Fresh Fruits-Vegetable from farm-healthy-juicy-tasty-low price-care for health-fruits and vegetables(or) 

   Singapore -4days and 3 nights-Rs 30000-accommodating-sight-seeing-book now-tours and travels 

SECTION –IV  ( EXPANSION OF IDEAS : 35 MARKS ) 

13. Expand the following headlines :                                                                                                 5*1=5 

(a)Bus drivers prevents accident. 

(b)PM to attend UNO meet. 
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 Food 13 

(c)Chennai celebrates madras week. 

(d) Obama to visit India next week. 

(e)Parents arrested for child labour. 

 

 

 

14. Study the pie chart and answer the questions given  below :                                                    5*1=5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15. write a paragraph using anyone of the following outlines in about 100 words   :       5 

a) morning walk-just before sunrise-a pleasant time-air is cool –less pollution-helps blood circulation-gives 
exercise to muscles-refresh body and mind. 

b)keeping surroundings clean- learn this habit at a  young age- good for society- don’t litter the streets 
roadsides-with garbage, rubbish-advise friends and neighbours-clean society- clean habits-good health. 

16. Match the following products and slogans appropriately  :5*1=5 

a)  Micro tip pen              -  Technology at your door step 

b) Motor bike                   -  Fixes everything except broken hearts 

c) Ice cream                    -  Flawless writing flows 

d) Gum                            -  No more summer .children are here 

e) Computer                   -  For extra mile and summer 

Taxes48% 

 

484448

484848 

 

House 

rent 18% 

Saving 10% 

Clothing12% 

Others12% 

Annual Expenditure of Mr.Krishnan’s family is Rs 48000. 

1.Mr .Krishnan spends more on---------------------- 

a)house rent b)clothing  c)others  d) taxes 

2.The difference between others and taxes ---------------------- 

a)36  b)38  c)30  d)none 

3.Mr.krishnan spends equally on ---------------------------------------- 

a)clothing and saving   b)others and houserent  c)saving and clothing d)clothing and others 

4 ) Does he spend high  for saving? 

5) How much rupees does he save for others? 
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17. Observe the map given below and write the instructions required  :    5   

A man is asking you to direct him to the hospital 

                                                                                                                            

you are here 

 

                                       main road 

 

 

18. Read the poem given below and complete its pharaphrases with suitable words or phrases in the 
given blanks :                                                                                                                                     5*1=5 

God’s love 

The fire of god’s love, 

Burns away impurities 

And leaves our soul’s gold, 

Only he can see  

Beneath our humanity 

To judge our true worth, 

God’s eternal care  

Triumph over our weakness 

And teaches us hope. 

    God’s love like fire burns out all ……(i)……and makes our souls….(ii)…..only 

 he can understand us and judge….(iii)….his everlasting care wins over…..(iv)…..and gives us ….(v)…… 

 

19. a. Translation   Or    b.Look at the picture and express your views on it in about five sentences.    5 

 a )  You see a notification in the railway station. A north Indian who cannot read tamil, needs your help in 
understanding the notice. Give him the message in English. 

 

hospital 
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எ        

 

                                                 .           

                  . எ                                      

         . 

Or 

b) 

 

 

Prepared  by      B N RAJESHKANNA ., M.A.,M.A. M.Sc.,P.G.D.G.C.,B.Ed., B .T. ASST. ENGLISH., 

                              G H S S ., NEW GUMMIDIPOONDI .THIRUVALLUR DIST.601201.   Email :   
rajeshkannabn@yahoo.com        rajeshkannabn786@gmail.com          larapuli72@gmail.com 

Answer Script Send To This Address: 

Mr. B. N. Rajeshkanna, (Teacher), 8/4 C1 Gokul flats, Gokul1ststreet, 
Rajajinagar. Villivakkam.Chennai.49  Cell: 9171788552 
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                       ? 

1. Click Here & Enter Your Details (Students Only)  

2.                                                                   

               ,                                                    

                . 

3. A4 Size (Or) Legal Size                                     .          

                                 “     ”                            

                    . 

4.                                     ”     ”                      

                                  ,                              

                          . 

5.                                                                   

       .                                             . 

6.                                                              (Return Cover) 

                                  . 

7.                                                     3           

                                    ”                 ”      

                   . Click Here for Complaint Box! 

8. Slow Learners                                                             , 

                  ,                                               

      ,                                                            

                ,                                  . 

                                            - 

Mr. B. N. Rajeshkanna, (Teacher), 8/4 C1 Gokul flats, 
Gokul1ststreet, Rajajinagar. Villivakkam. Chennai.49   

Cell: 9171788552 

 
If any doubt, Please contact our Padasalai’s Centum Coaching Team Co-ordinator: 

Mr. S. Ravi kumar, B.Sc., B.Ed., Headmaster., GHS, PasmarPenta,, Vellore Dt: CellNo: 9994453649 
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